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recap : EA, GA, swarm, AIS

NSC -- EAs -- 20Department of Computer Science

basic evolutionary algorithm
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lots of possible 
variations on 
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NSC -- GAs -- 4Department of Computer Science
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NSC -- Swarms -- 11Department of Computer Science
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NSC -- AIS -- 23Department of Computer Science
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NSC -- Swarms -- 22Department of Computer Science

basic ant algorithm
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commonalities

• a population of individuals
• each individual has a range of characteristics
• individuals exhibit a range of fitnesses
• these fitnesses are used when calculating a new 

population
– fitter individuals have a greater effect on the next generation 

than do the less-fit individuals

• the process iterates until done
– suitably fit
– or, failed to converge (just to stop infinite loops)

• the solution comprises some subset of the population
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general population-based algorithm
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J. Newborough, S. Stepney.  A generic framework 
for population-based algorithms, implemented 
on multiple FPGAs.  ICARIS 2005
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algorithm : population

• EA : chromosomes
– chromosomes breed in a fitness landscape
– fitter individuals breed more

• wide variety of selection and breeding programs 
• AIS (clonal selection) : antibodies

– antibodies proliferate in an affinity landscape 
– fitter individuals are cloned more, mutated less

• swarms : “boids”, particles
– swarm around in a fitness landscape
– fitter individuals’ properties are copied more

• ants : paths
• paths are evaluated and optimised 
• ants are a mechanism to construct the population of paths

– need a “next best step” local fitness to do this construction 
– better paths are reinforced more, in a fitness (cost function) 

landscape
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evaluate

• EA, AIS, ants
– fitness of entire population is evaluated and used for 

selection and construction of next generation

• swarms
– fitness of each individual relative to local neighbours is used 

for construction of next generation
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select

• EAs
– select fittest parents

• clonal AIS
– select best affinity cells

• swarms
– select best in neighbourhood

• ants
– select “fittest paths”, and reinforce (update pheromones)
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spawn new generation

• EAs
– generate children by “genetic operators”: mutation, crossover, 

…
• clonal AIS

– generate clones by copying and mutation
• also add random cells to replace lowest affinity ones

• swarms
– generate “child” (value at next time step) to be closer to “best”

• ants
– generate new paths using pheromone cues
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solution

• EA, swarm, ants
– result is a member of the population 

• the fittest chromosome, particle, path

• AIS (clonal selection)
– result is the entire final population of detectors 

• the individual detectors are each partial, unreliable
• their combined cooperative effect makes the full robust detector
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generalising elitism

• ensures the “best-so-far” is never lost due to the 
stochastic selection mechanisms
– can cause problems if “best-so-far” is near a local maximum, 

and biases population away from finding global maximum
• but then you probably have other convergence problems 

anyway…

• adding elitism 
– EAs: copy best parent(s) into in the next generation

• otherwise crossover, mutation might disrupt their fitness
– swarms: zero the velocity of the globally fittest

• breaks the nice local behaviour
– AIS (clonal selection)

• naturally elitist : only the least fit are eliminated
– ants: always reinforce best path(s) found so far

• even if not found this generation
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hybrid algorithms  (1)

• combine the population model with local search
– for even-fitter candidates

• hill climbing step – on the “genotype”
– every generation 

• generate the new individuals using the bio-inspired algorithm
• hill-climb each one (or selected ones), either a bit (a few steps), 

or all the way to the nearest local maximum
– EAs, a little mutation ; ants, swap a few edges

• to form the next generation
– or, only at the end

• a “final polish” on the result
– effectively a local search using small mutations

• can use the rest of the population to estimate the gradient
– a very simple form of Lamarckism, or “directed mutation”
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hybrid algorithms  (2)

• learning step – on the “phenotype”
– where the population members have a “life” outside the 

generation algorithm, where they can learn – eg Agent 
systems

– if the changed phenotype can be mapped back into a changed 
genotype, can exploit Lamarckism

– if the changed phenotype is used for selection fitness of the 
original genotype, can use the “Baldwin effect”

• learning can radically alter the fitness landscape

J. M. Baldwin.  A new factor in evolution. Am. Naturalist 30 441-51 1896
G. E. Hinton, S. J. Nowlan.  How learning can guide evolution.  Complex Syst. 1 495-502 1987
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inspired, but not constrained, by biology

• inspired by biology
– evolution, immune system, insects, …

• but not constrained by it
– novel, non-biological, genetic operators
– directed mutation (local search)

• Lamarckian evolution
– novel representations 

• GP trees
– elitism, and skewed selection mechanisms

• (cynic) unconstrained by any pretence of realism…
– the actual biology is incredibly complicated
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biology v. “No Free Lunch”

• biological algorithms are supremely good at solving 
biological search and recognition problems

• yet “No Free Lunch” tells us that evolution, etc, can be 
good at searching only a subset of all fitness 
landscapes

• so why are biological landscapes good for being 
searched by evolution?  
– coincidence?
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co-construction

• Kauffman:  the evolving organisms and the 
evolutionary fitness landscapes co-construct each 
other:

The ways of making a living presenting fitness landscapes 
that can be well searched by the procedures that organisms 
have in hand [mutation, recombination, selection] will be the 
very ways of making a living that readily come into existence.

-- [Stuart A. Kauffman.  Investigations.  OUP, 2000]
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artificial fitness

• overall lack of theoretical results / understanding
– EA probably the most advanced (has existed the longest)

• schema theorem, Markov chain models, …

• do we have any reason to believe biological
algorithms will be good for searching artificial fitness 
landscapes?
– landscapes that have not been co-constructed
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“Unreasonable Effectiveness”

• empirical result : the algorithms do seem to work, and 
astonishingly well !
– with a bit of “parameter tweaking”…

• but why?

• observation : we, the designers, are also (an evolved) 
part of the biological world
– conjecture : because of this, maybe our “artificial” problems 

are not totally arbitrary, but sufficiently “close” to real biology 
that the algorithms are transferable?

– an open question

Eugene Wigner. The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics in the 
Natural Sciences.  Comms Pure and Applied Mathematics 13(I) 1960.

George Lakoff, Rafael E. Nunez.  Where 
Mathematics Comes From.  Basic Books, 2000.
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naturally artificial, v. pathological

• “natural” problems
– Travelling Salesman

• shortest path, minimisation problem
– organisms want to minimise their use of resources

– job shop scheduling
• complex allocation of resources

– organisms want to maximise ability to use their resources
– tracking, adapting

• fitness landscape changing during the process
– organisms co-evolve each others’ landscapes, always 

changing

• pathological fitness functions: “Reasonably Ineffective”!
– bio-inspired algorithms do poorly (by design)
– yet are these landscapes themselves bio-inspired?  

• or even artefact-design inspired?
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generalised models

• all this points out that we need a unified model of 
population / selection / evolution
– including an understanding of the particular fitness 

landscapes, and the appropriate algorithms
– currently well beyond the state of the “parameter tweaking”

art

• taking Kauffman’s “higher order” biological 
inspiration, we should probably “co-construct”
problems and algorithms
– particularly for very artificial problems with no bio-inspired 

counterpart
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Software Engineering with heuristics  (1)

• classic approaches to SWE …
– formal specification
– design by refinement
– total correctness

• … don’t work with heuristic search
– no large body of theory available to “prove correctness”

• essentially a “soft” solution
– often do not understand these novel solutions

• because they do not conform to our own 
design prejudices

• problem for integration and maintenance
• certification for critical applications currently 

difficult or impossible
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Software Engineering with heuristics  (2)

• new kinds of analyses required
The mechanism underlying a task-achieving behaviour may be more 
apparent soon after its evolutionary origin, rather than after evolution 
has refined it to match the specification closely.  It may be possible to 
identify the innovation … giving rise to the behaviour's origin in an 
ancestor [Thompson & Layzell.  Comm.ACM 42(4) 1999]

• current research into new techniques
– theoretical understanding of behaviour
– probabilistic reasoning
– “soft” rather than “hard” correctness
– “refinement” via patterns?

• lots of open research questions
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over-constrained searches

• do not over-constrain search with “domain 
knowledge”

• attempts to “help” (to reduce the search space) by 
constraining representations to “sensible” solutions 
can make bio-inspired search harder
– “canalise” the search landscape, cutting off useful 

intermediate stepping stones
– restrict the possibility of truly novel solutions

• domain knowledge better applied to the solution 
space
– both possible only if the two spaces are well-separated
– search all genotypes, but construct only sensible phenotypes



growth : termites and plants
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why growth?

• our computational artefacts are not static
• devices added, changed
• new application areas opened up
• the Internet is the classic example of a “growing” artefact

– biological growth might be a helpful metaphor for allowing 
our artificial systems to grow

• all biological complex systems start small, and grow
• from single organisms to ecosystems, they all evolve and grow

– [more on complex systems in a later lecture]
– biological growth might be a helpful metaphor for allowing us 

to design and build complex artificial systems
• separating the genotype and phenotype
• evolve (relatively simple) rules to build complex artefacts, rather 

than evolve the complex artefacts themselves



termite and wasp nest construction

M. Resnick. Turtles, Termites, and Traffic Jams: explorations in 
massively parallel microworlds. MIT Press, 1994. [Chapter 3]
E. W. Bonabeau, M. Dorigo, G. Theraulaz.  Swarm Intelligence: from 
natural to artificial systems. Addison Wesley, 1999.  [Chapter 6]
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recap: stigmergy

• OED (2nd edn) definition
– stigmergy The process by which the results of an insect’s activity act as a 

stimulus to further activity. 

• the insect’s activity results in a change to its 
environment
– ants lay pheromone trails
– termites place nest building materials

• the environment influences the activity of the insect
– ants follow pheromone trails
– termites place more material on existing material

• so, actions are coordinated through the environment
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quantitative and qualitative stigmergy

• quantitative stigmergy
– response proportional to amount of stimulus 

• stimulus such as strength of pheromones, chemical gradients, …
• response can include changing the amount of stimulus (adding 

pheromones or other chemicals)
– positive feedback, amplifying stimulus, amplifying response

• qualitative stigmergy
– respond differently to different classes of stimuli

• set of stimuli { Xi }
– eg, several different kinds of pheromones

• each stimulus Xi results in specific response xi

• response xi can change stimulus Xi to stimulus Xj

– each stimulus class can also have a quantitative aspect
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termite pillars

• “wood chips” scattered at random
• “termites” wander at random, following two rules:

1. if not carrying a chip, and find one, pick it up
• more correctly – eat it

2. if carrying a chip, and find one (or a pile), drop it
• more correctly – excrete it !

• the initially randomly distributed chips are gathered 
into fewer and fewer larger and larger piles
– piles can grow, as termites add chips
– piles can shrink, as termites remove chips from existing piles
– but number of piles can only ever shrink, because of rule 2 

• can never start a new pile, but can completely remove one –
“extinction is forever”

• simple local rules → emergent global behaviour
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building bricks

• constructing structures from “bricks” with rules
• rules for when to place a brick (action), given the 

current local configuration of bricks (stimulus)
– the action will change the configuration (the stimulus), 

leading to further different actions
– variations: 

different kinds of brick, 
different sets of rules

[Bonabeau et al, fig 6.13]
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evolving interesting rules

• use a GA to explore “architecture rule space”
• fitness function includes: number of rules, logical 

depth, compact structure, repeating patterns, …

[Bonabeau et al, fig 6.13]
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self-assembling machines

• rather than constructing a “nest” from “bricks”, the 
agents themselves can form the structure
– ants making a bridge of their own bodies
– micro-robots, nanotech assemblers

• three rules to build a staircase of agents:

ABX

AB
X

A
BX

A
B
X

A
BX

A
BX
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a staircase self assembling
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alter the rules slightly, and see what happens!
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scaffolding and gravity

• scaffolding – temporary bricks, later removed
• gravity – unsupported items “tumble”
• can “develop” structures not possible to “grow”

directly

• possible implementation
– a 3D printer, and dissolving components

John Rieffel, Jordan Pollack.  Evolutionary Fabrication: the emergence 
of novel assembly methods in artificial ontogenies.  GECCO 2005
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